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ABSTRACT
First results are reported for a program of monitoring symbiotic-star velocities in the 1.6 km region
with infrared-array technology. Infrared radial velocities have been used to determine single-lined spec-
troscopic orbits for six well-known symbiotic stars, EG And, T CrB, CI Cyg, BX Mon, RS Oph, and AG
Peg. The new orbits are in general agreement with previous orbits derived from optical velocities. From
the combined optical and infrared velocities improved orbital elements for the six systems have been
determined. Each of the orbital periods has been determined solely from the radial-velocity data. With
the addition of our new velocities, the orbital period of BX Mon has been revised to 1259 days, a 10%
decrease from the previously reported result.
Key words : binaries : symbiotic È infrared radiation È stars : individual (AG Pegasi, BX Monocerotis,
CI Cygni, EG Andromedae, RS Ophiuchi, T Coronae Borealis) È stars : late-type
1. INTRODUCTION
The class of symbiotic stars was identiÐed by Merrill
(1958) to include peculiar objects with spectra showing a
cool giant-star continuum and absorption features com-
bined with high-temperature emission lines. However, indi-
vidual objects of the symbiotic type had been recognized
long before. For instance, the peculiar spectrum of Z And
was described 30 years prior by Plaskett (1928). For many
decades, the nature of symbiotic stars was uncertain.
Berman (1932) and Hogg (1934) suggested that the peculiar
combination spectra of the stars now called symbiotics
could be explained by a binary star. Unfortunately, at blue
wavelengths, measuring accurate radial velocities of the
cool absorption features to conÐrm the binary model is a
daunting task. In that wavelength region, the spectrum of
the cool giant is strongly contaminated by light from a
circumstellar nebula and/or from a hot companion. Despite
such problems, by the 1970s plausible orbits had been deter-
mined for several systems.
Two major advances have provided conÐrmation of the
binary-star model. First, the launch of the International
Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) satellite enabled ultraviolet
spectra of symbiotic stars to be obtained. Using such data,
Kenyon & Webbink (1984) compared a range of binary
models with the observed continua, which ranged from
ultraviolet to infrared wavelengths, of about 20 symbiotic
stars. They concluded that in many of the systems the ultra-
violet continuum was due to a hot stellar source of roughly
80,000 K, while in others the hot component was associated
with a probable main-sequence accretor. Using additional
IUE spectra of symbiotic stars, et al. (1991) adaptedMu rset
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
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the Zanstra method to determine the temperatures and
luminosities of the hot components. They concluded that
some of the hot components were white dwarfs, while others
were similar to the central stars in planetary nebulae.
Although these two groups did not always agree on the
exact nature of the hot secondary in each symbiotic, never-
theless, their results demonstrated that the symbiotic stars
are binaries. A second major advance was the measurement
of radial velocities at 5200 where the absorption-lineA ,
spectrum of the cool giant begins to dominate the Ñux of the
hot component (Garcia 1986). Over the next decade or so,
Garcia, Kenyon, and collaborators used such observations
to determine orbits for the cool component of at least 10
systems (e.g., Kenyon & Garcia 1986 ; Kenyon & Mikola-
jewska 1995). As a result of the ultraviolet and radial-
velocity observations obtained over the past two decades,
the binary nature of symbiotic stars is generally accepted.
Indeed, Iben & Tutukov (1996) concluded that there is only
one physical characteristic common to all symbiotic stars :
they are all binaries.
A general view of the symbiotic class is that of mass-
transfer systems with three spectroscopically detectable
components. A cool giant or supergiant of spectral class
KÈM is the mass donor. If this giant has Mira-type variabil-
ity, the system usually has a large infrared excess (see, e.g.,
Kenyon 1988). Such systems are the dusty or D-type sym-
biotic stars, while the nondusty systems are labeled as S
type (Webster & Allen 1975). A circumstellar ionized nebula
is present with an electron temperature D17,000 K. The
nature of the mass-accreting secondary divides the sym-
biotic stars into two physically distinct subclasses. In most
symbiotic stars, the secondary is a degenerate star, typically
a white dwarf with an e†ective temperature D100,000 K. In
one case, that of V2116 Oph, the secondary is a neutron star
(Chakrabarty & Roche 1997). The accretion rate onto the
degenerate star is 10~9È10~7 yr~1 as the result ofM
_captured wind from the giant. Symbiotic stars belonging to
1375
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the other subclass, a much less numerous group (Kenyon
1986), are thought to have a main-sequence star as a sec-
ondary. Such systems have Roche-lobeÈÐlling primaries
and signiÐcantly higher yr~1) mass-transfer(Z10~5 M
_rates (Iben & Tutukov 1996). Recently, & SchmidMu rset
(1999) stated that as a result of new observations, the
number of symbiotic stars believed to be in this latter sub-
class has decreased.
While absorption features at yellow and longer wave-
lengths are now being used to produce good orbits for the
cool giants, the orbits of the hot components are more diffi-
cult to determine. In the best cases, velocities of emission
features presumed to be associated with the hot component
have been measured, and the mass ratios of the stars have
been computed. Then, various assumptions have been used
to estimate the masses, radii, and separation of the com-
ponents, as well as the Roche-lobe radius of the cool giant.
Such basic data leads to a determination of whether or not
these mass-exchange systems are detached or whether the
giants Ðll their Roche lobes (e.g., Seal 1997). In addition, the
orbital eccentricity provides information on the evolution
of the system.
Although orbital elements are critical for an understand-
ing of these systems, only about a dozen of the D150 known
symbiotic stars currently have reasonably well-determined
orbits for the cool giant (Seal 1997). This lack of informa-
tion is a measure of the difficulty of determining even single-
lined orbits for symbiotic stars. In addition to previously
mentioned problems associated with velocity measurement
at blue wavelengths, symbiotic stars have orbital periods
ranging from about 6 months to D100 yr (Whitelock 1987)
and low velocity amplitudes. Thus, determining accurate
orbital parameters has been neither a quick nor easy
process.
Our interest in symbiotic systems stems from the realiza-
tion that attempts to observe the cool star in the visual are
hampered by both the emission-line spectrum and scat-
tering by dust, if present, from the cool star. The 1È2 km
region of the infrared o†ers a window with much-reduced
dust extinction that is nearly free from contamination by
the hot star. In addition, the D-type symbiotic stars contain
Mira variables, and infrared spectroscopy of Mira variables
(see, e.g., Hinkle, Lebzelter, & Scharlach 1997) clearly
demonstrates the beneÐts of observing these stars near the
H~ opacity minimum at 1.6 km; spectra of Mira variables
in the 1È2 km infrared show cyclically repeatable, large-
amplitude (20È30 km s~1) velocity changes during a pulsa-
tion period. With a few exceptions this cannot be observed
in the visual.
This paper extends our work on the orbits of symbiotic
stars obtained from infrared data (Hinkle et al. 1989, 1993).
Previous results were based on spectra obtained at the Kitt
Peak National Observatory (KPNO) 4 m Mayall Telescope
with a Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS). The FTS pro-
vided spectra of remarkable accuracy and large bandwidth,
but those same characteristics limited the FTS to the bright-
est infrared stars. With the advent of sensitive infrared
arrays, we have expanded our symbiotic-star program to
include about two dozen northern symbiotic stars by using
an infrared array in combination with a warm spectro-
graph. High-resolution spectra of all the known galactic
symbiotic stars could be easily observed by cryogenic infra-
red spectrographs (Hinkle et al. 1998) on large telescopes,
but long-term monitoring projects are much more easily
carried out on small telescopes with inexpensive equipment.
This paper is a demonstration of our technique. We deter-
mine single-lined spectroscopic orbits for the cool giant of
six S-type symbiotic stars and compare our results with
previously published orbits. The basic data for these stars
are given in Table 1. In future papers, we will discuss obser-
vations of D-type symbiotic stars as well as orbits for addi-
tional S-type systems, including some whose orbits will be
determined for the Ðrst time.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND REDUCTIONS
Most of our spectroscopic observations of the six
program stars were obtained with the 0.9 m feedcoude
telescope and spectrograph system at KPNO. We employed
the NICMASS camera and a 256] 256 HgCdTe imager
developed at the University of Massachusetts, at the focus
of camera 5 in the same location normally occupied by an
optical CCD detector. With the 31.6 line mm~1 echelle
grating, we obtained a 2 pixel resolving power of 44,000,
quite sufficient for obtaining radial velocities to a precision
better than 1 km s~1. A more complete description of the
experimental setup may be found in Joyce et al. (1998).
The ambient temperature of the spectrograph room pro-
duces signiÐcant thermal background even at a wavelength
of 1.6 km. We were able to reduce this signiÐcantly by
installing a narrowband (1% FWHM) Ðlter centered at
1.623 km inside the NICMASS cryostat. The spectral cover-
age deÐned by the array (D0.3%) Ðts well within the Ðlter
bandpass. The free spectral range of the echelle order used
TABLE 1
BASIC PROPERTIES OF PROGRAM STARS
V a Kb H[Kb Orbital Period M0 d
Name HR/HD (mag) (mag) (mag) Primary Spectral Typec (days) (M
_
yr~1)
EG And . . . . . . HD 4174 7.1È7.8 2.6 0.20 M3 III 483 9 ] 10~9
T CrBe . . . . . . . . HR 5958 2.0È10.8 4.7 0.25 M4.5 III 228 \ 2 ] 10~8
CI Cyg . . . . . . . . . . 9.9È13.1 4.5 0.31 M5.5 II 854 3] 10~7
BX Mon . . . . . . . . . 9.5È13.4 5.7 0.28 M5 III 1259 \ 5 ] 10~8
RS Ophf . . . . . . HD 162214 4.3È12.5 6.6 0.33 K7 IÈII 456 \ 6 ] 10~8
AG Peg . . . . . . HD 207757 6.0È9.4 3.9 0.24 M3 III 818 8 ] 10~8
a From Kholopov 1985.
b From Kenyon 1988. BX Mon and RS Oph are slightly variable (approximately ^0.1 mag) at K.
c Temperature classes are from & Schmid 1999 ; luminosity classes are from Kenyon & 1987.Mu rset Ferna ndez-Castro
d From Seaquist, Krogulec, & Taylor 1993.
e T CrB was Nova CrB 1866 and 1946. V \ 2.0 is the Nova brightness.
f RS Oph was Nova Oph 1898, 1933, and 1967.
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(35th order) is much larger than the Ðlter bandwidth. This
spectral region is ideal for this project as it contains a
number of lines in the 6È3 CO band and is essentially free of
telluric absorption lines. Even with the narrowband Ðlter,
the sensitivity of our observations was limited by the
thermal background, which gave a signal of 20È80 electrons
s~1, depending on the temperature of the spectrograph
room. This was still sufficiently small to permit exposure
times of 60 minutes for the fainter program objects.
Because of the large background on the array, obser-
vations were taken in pairs ; the object was placed on the slit
at two positions separated by approximately 20 pixels. The
two observations of each object were subtracted to remove
the background, Ñat-Ðelded, and extracted in the usual
manner with the IRAF task APEXTRACT. This is a stan-
dard technique (cf. Joyce 1992) for the reduction of infrared
spectra.
Wavelength calibration posed a challenge, because the
spectral coverage was far too small to include a sufficient
number of ThAr emission lines for a dispersion solution.
Our approach was to utilize the CO lines in a K III star to
obtain a dispersion solution and correct for the zero o†set
with the two telluric 4È2 OH emission lines in theP1e@f(4.5)raw data. Those sky lines provide a precise wavelength
standard and require no assumptions about the radial
velocity of the calibration star. Representative spectra are
shown in Figure 1.
On three nights observations were obtained with the
Phoenix Spectrograph at the f/15 Cassegrain focus of either
FIG. 1.ÈRepresentative spectra of the six program stars and the veloc-
ity standard d Oph (M0.5 III) obtained with the NICMASS dewar at the
feed spectrograph. Each spectrum is successively o†set by 1.0 incoude
relative intensity. The UT dates of the symbiotic-star observations are as
follows : AG Peg, 1999 June 18 ; CI Cyg, 1999 May 5 ; EG And, 1999 June
18 ; RS Oph, 1999 April 26 ; T CrB, 1999 June 16 ; BX Mon, 1999 April 26.
The reference star (d Oph) was observed on 1999 June 16.
the KPNO 2.1 or 4 m telescope. Phoenix is a cryogenic,
echelle spectrograph employing a 31.6 line mm~1 grating
and a 512 ] 1024 InSb array. In all cases the widest slit was
used, giving a resolution D40,000. A complete description
of the spectrograph can be found in Hinkle et al. (1998). As
with the NICMASS observations, a narrowband blocking
Ðlter was used. The Phoenix observations were centered at
1.563 km, a spectral region totally free of telluric absorption
lines that is dominated by 3È0 CO lines in cool stars. While
there is little contribution from thermal background at this
wavelength when observing with Phoenix, spectra were
observed in pairs to cancel instrumental and detector
e†ects. As with the NICMASS spectra, the dispersion solu-
tion was obtained from CO lines in a reference-star spec-
trum and the zero o†set measured from OH emission lines,
in this case 3È1 and 3È1 in the raw data.P1e@f(6.5) P2e@f(5.5),Representative spectra are shown in Figure 2.
Radial velocities of the program stars were determined
with the IRAF cross-correlation program FXCOR
(Fitzpatrick 1993). The velocities are referenced to obser-
vations of M-giant IAU velocity standards, d Oph or a Cet,
which were obtained multiple times during the course of
each night. The radial velocities of the standard stars were
adopted from the work of Scarfe, Batten, & Fletcher (1990).
Several di†erent computer programs, used to determine
the orbital elements of the various systems, are mentioned
in the individual orbital-elements sections. Preliminary ele-
ments often were determined with BISP, a computer
program that uses a slightly modiÐed version of the
Wilsing-Russell method (Wolfe, Horak, & Storer 1967). A
di†erential-corrections program, called SB1, of Barker,
FIG. 2.ÈRepresentative spectra of Ðve program stars and the velocity
standard d Oph (M0.5 III) obtained with the cryogenic Phoenix Spectro-
graph. Each spectrum is successively o†set by 1.0 in relative intensity. All
spectra in this Ðgure were obtained on 1999 July 4 UT except for that of CI
Cyg, which was obtained on 1999 July 3 UT.
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Evans, & Laing (1967) has been used to compute eccentric
orbits of single-lined systems. For most systems the orbital
eccentricity is small enough that a circular-orbit solution
may be appropriate. In those cases such an orbit was com-
puted with SB1C (D. Barlow 1998, private communication),
which also uses di†erential corrections to determine the
orbital elements. As recommended by Batten, Fletcher, &
MacCarthy (1989), for circular orbits we have identiÐed T0as a time of maximum velocity.
Velocity sets from other observatories were included in
the Ðnal orbital solutions. For a given set of velocities, if the
phase distribution was relatively uniform and the number of
velocities large enough, an independent orbit was computed
and compared with a similar orbit computed with our
velocities alone. The weights of the individual velocities in
each data set were determined from the ratio of the variance
of the velocities for the two solutions.
3. EG ANDROMEDAE
3.1. Brief Orbital History
Smith (1980) analyzed variations in the radial velocity
and equivalent width of Ha, from which he determined a
period of 470 days for the M giant. Oliversen et al. (1985)
measured the velocities of absorption lines in the Ha region
and, assuming SmithÏs (1980) period, determined a prelimi-
nary orbit from their eight velocities. From 1966 to 1987,
Skopal et al. (1991) obtained 44 spectra, mostly at blue
wavelengths. With their measured absorption-line radial
velocities and additional velocities in the literature, Skopal
et al. (1991) determined a period of 482 days and an eccen-
tricity of 0.29 ^ 0.07. Munari et al. (1988) and Munari
(1993) obtained velocities at yellow and red wavelengths.
Munari (1993) used those two sets of velocities, combined
with previously published ones, to produce an orbit with a
period of 481.1 days and an eccentricity of 0.14^ 0.08.
Wilson & Vaccaro (1997) analyzed B and V light curves of
EG And. They argued that the sinusoidal light variations
are the result of tidal distortion, the ellipsoidal e†ect. From
a reanalysis of selected radial-velocity data sets and their
best-Ðt light curve, they concluded that the orbit is likely
circular. The most reliable orbital elements currently avail-
able appear to be those of Kenyon (1992), who obtained
absorption-line velocities in the 5200 region. His orbit isA
essentially circular and has a period of 480.7 days, but most
of the velocities for that orbit are unpublished.
3.2. Orbital Elements
From 1996 October to 1999 July, we obtained 10 radial
velocities of EG And (see Table 2). Assuming a period of 482
days (Skopal 1997), we computed preliminary orbital ele-
ments with BISP and reÐned them with SB1. Our elements,
shown in Table 3, are in excellent agreement with those of
Kenyon (1992). Since our eccentricity is quite low,
0.045^ 0.026, a circular-orbit solution was computed with
SB1C. The precepts of Lucy & Sweeney (1971) indicate that
a circular orbit is to be preferred for our velocities.
To determine a Ðnal orbit, we have analyzed our veloci-
ties plus the eight velocities from Oliversen et al. (1985), 15
from Munari et al. (1988 ; the velocity of JD 2,446,894 was
excluded because of its very large residual), and 13 from
Munari (1993). Other radial velocities exist but are of lower
quality, are very few in number, or have not been published.
First, a circular orbit was determined separately for each of
TABLE 2
RADIAL VELOCITIES OF EG ANDROMEDAE
HJD Velocity O[C
(2,400,000]) Phase (km s~1) (km s~1) Weight Sourcea
44,100.100 . . . . . . 0.108 [88.3 1.0 0.07 O85
44,246.600 . . . . . . 0.412 [100.2 1.0 0.07 O85
44,420.900 . . . . . . 0.773 [94.5 [0.6 0.07 O85
44,650.500 . . . . . . 0.249 [94.6 0.3 0.07 O85
44,856.900 . . . . . . 0.677 [98.3 0.0 0.07 O85
44,915.800 . . . . . . 0.799 [91.2 1.6 0.07 O85
44,921.800 . . . . . . 0.811 [88.2 4.1 0.07 O85
45,193.900 . . . . . . 0.375 [103.4 [3.2 0.07 O85
45,660.000 . . . . . . 0.341 [103.0 [4.0 0.03 M88
45,714.000 . . . . . . 0.453 [103.0 [1.0 0.03 M88
46,048.000 . . . . . . 0.145 [89.0 1.5 0.03 M88
46,344.000 . . . . . . 0.758 [95.0 [0.4 0.03 M88
46,372.000 . . . . . . 0.816 [90.0 2.0 0.03 M88
46,372.000 . . . . . . 0.816 [91.0 1.0 0.03 M88
46,688.000 . . . . . . 0.471 [101.0 1.2 0.03 M88
46,693.000 . . . . . . 0.481 [100.0 2.3 0.03 M88
46,693.000 . . . . . . 0.481 [101.0 1.3 0.03 M88
46,745.000 . . . . . . 0.589 [103.0 [1.8 0.03 M88
46,752.000 . . . . . . 0.604 [103.0 [2.2 0.03 M88
46,753.000 . . . . . . 0.606 [101.0 [0.2 0.20 M93
46,753.000 . . . . . . 0.606 [98.0 2.8 0.20 M93
46,763.000 . . . . . . 0.626 [97.0 3.1 0.03 M88
46,764.000 . . . . . . 0.629 [99.0 1.1 0.03 M88
46,784.000 . . . . . . 0.670 [104.0 [5.5 0.03 M88
46,819.000 . . . . . . 0.742 [100.0 [4.7 0.03 M88
46,925.000 . . . . . . 0.962 [87.0 0.9 0.20 M93
47,015.000 . . . . . . 0.149 [90.0 0.6 0.20 M93
47,017.000 . . . . . . 0.153 [91.0 [0.2 0.20 M93
47,104.000 . . . . . . 0.333 [98.0 0.6 0.20 M93
47,164.000 . . . . . . 0.457 [100.0 2.1 0.20 M93
47,197.000 . . . . . . 0.526 [99.0 3.2 0.20 M93
47,223.000 . . . . . . 0.580 [100.0 1.4 0.20 M93
47,312.000 . . . . . . 0.764 [96.0 [1.6 0.20 M93
47,314.000 . . . . . . 0.768 [94.0 0.2 0.20 M93
47,315.000 . . . . . . 0.770 [95.0 [0.9 0.20 M93
47,344.000 . . . . . . 0.830 [92.0 [0.5 0.20 M93
50,386.867 . . . . . . 0.136 [90.4 [0.2 1.00 KPNO
50,629.992 . . . . . . 0.640 [100.1 [0.4 1.00 KPNO
50,688.991 . . . . . . 0.762 [94.9 [0.5 1.00 KPNO
50,750.837 . . . . . . 0.890 [89.7 [0.3 1.00 KPNO
50,935.015 . . . . . . 0.272 [96.7 [0.7 1.00 KPNO
50,982.980 . . . . . . 0.371 [100.8 [0.7 1.00 KPNO
51,106.909 . . . . . . 0.628 [100.4 [0.3 1.00 KPNO
51,135.818 . . . . . . 0.688 [97.2 0.6 1.00 KPNO
51,347.970 . . . . . . 0.128 [89.5 0.4 1.00 KPNO
51,363.885 . . . . . . 0.161 [90.6 0.5 1.00 KPNO
a (O85) Oliversen et al. 1985 ; (M88) Munari et al. 1988 ; (M93) Munari
1993 ; (KPNO) this paper.
the three data sets from the literature. When compared with
the circular orbit for our KPNO velocities, no zero-point
velocity correction was applied to any of the three sets of
observations. From a comparison of the variance of the
velocities for each solution, the velocities in the three data
sets were given weights of 0.07, 0.03, and 0.20, respectively,
relative to our velocities. Then, both eccentric- and circular-
orbit solutions were computed with the 46 velocities.
For several reasons we have chosen to list the circular-
orbit solution as the Ðnal one. Although the criteria of Lucy
& Sweeney (1971) indicate that an eccentric-orbit solution is
to be preferred, the results are close to the dividing lines of
both tests. The eccentricity of our all-data solution is
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TABLE 3
ORBITAL ELEMENTS OF EG ANDROMEDAE
Parameter Kenyon 1992 KPNO-Data Solution Final Solution
P (days) . . . . . . . . . . . 480.7 482.0 (Ðxed) 482.57^ 0.53
T (HJD) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,451,422^ 82 . . .
T0a (HJD) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,450,803.8^ 2.3c (km s~1) . . . . . . . . [95.0 [95.3^ 0.2 [95.00^ 0.16
K1 (km s~1) . . . . . . 7.5 7.7^ 0.3 7.32^ 0.27
e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.043^ 0.021 0.04^ 0.03 0.0
u1 (deg) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102 ^ 61 . . .
a1 sin i (km) . . . . . . . . . 51 ^ 2 ] 106 48.6^ 1.8] 106
f(m)b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.021 0.022^ 0.002 0.0196^ 0.0022
is the time of maximum velocity.a T0b f (m)\ (m2)3 sin3 i/(m1] m2)2.
0.101^ 0.041, somewhat larger than the value of
0.045^ 0.026 from our data alone, which have the highest
weights. This latter value is essentially identical with
KenyonÏs (1992) small eccentricity. Finally, the assumption
of a circular orbit is consistent with the Ðndings of Wilson
& Vaccaro (1997).
The individual velocities and their residuals to the all-
data circular orbit are given in Table 2, and the Ðnal orbital
elements are listed in Table 3. Since the orbit is assumed to
be circular, a time of maximum velocity, is listed ratherT0,than T , a time of periastron passage. Figure 3 compares the
radial velocities with the computed velocity curve, where
zero phase is computed from T0.
4. T CORONAE BOREALIS
4.1. Brief Orbital History
Major progress in understanding the nature of the recur-
rent nova T CrB occurred when Sanford (1949) discovered
that the M giant underwent velocity variations with a
period of 230.5 days and had a semiamplitude of 21 km s~1.
Kraft (1958) obtained seven new spectroscopic obser-
vations. Combining his velocities with those of Sanford
(1949) and a few earlier velocities, Kraft (1958) determined a
double-lined orbit and revised the period to 227.6 days.
With telescopes of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observa-
tory (SAO), Kenyon & Garcia (1986) obtained 25 addi-
tional velocities from a 44 bandpass centered near 5200A
Independent solutions of their data and the combinedA .
FIG. 3.ÈComputed radial-velocity curve of EG And compared with the
observed velocities. Zero phase is a time of maximum velocity.
data of Kraft (1958) and Sanford (1949) resulted in similar
orbital elements. Thus, Kenyon & Garcia (1986) produced a
Ðnal circular-orbit solution of all those M-giant velocities.
For the hot component, Kraft (1958) measured velocities
of the Hb emission lines, resulting in a mass ratio of 1.4,
with the M giant being the more massive object. Recently,
& Mikolajewska (1998) have proposed that theBelczyn ski
M giant is less massive than its companion. Using several
lines of argument, they assumed that the hotter object is a
massive white dwarf and showed that in that case, the M
giant is the much less massive object.
4.2. Orbital Elements
From 1997 April to 1999 July, we obtained nine velocities
of T CrB (see Table 4). Assuming a period of 227.53 days
from the all-data solution of Kenyon & Garcia (1986), pre-
liminary elements of our velocities were determined with
BISP and reÐned with SB1. The eccentricity of the latter
solution is quite small, 0.008 ^ 0.012, and is consistent with
the orbit being circular. Thus, such an orbit, computed from
our data with SB1C, is compared in Table 5 with the all-
data solution of Kenyon & Garcia (1986). The two center-
of-mass velocities are in excellent agreement, and our
semiamplitude is only 5% larger than that found by
Kenyon & Garcia (1986). As a result, a new combined solu-
tion has been computed that includes the velocities used by
Kenyon & Garcia (1986) as well as our velocities.
To determine the velocity o†sets and the weights of the
velocities in the various data sets, we computed a circular
orbit of the SAO data using the elements of Kenyon &
Garcia (1986). A comparison of the velocity variances for
the circular orbit of the KPNO data with that of the SAO
solution indicated weights of 0.2 for the individual SAO
velocities. A similar comparison of our KPNO solution
with a circular orbit for SanfordÏs (1949) 20 velocities
resulted in weights of 0.02 and a zero-point velocity shift of
[1.4 km s~1 for those velocities. We note that SanfordÏs
(1949) velocity of 1948 May, which was based on only Ðve
lines, had a 3 p residual and was rejected from the solution.
Finally, from a circular-orbit solution for the seven veloci-
ties of Kraft (1958), weights of 0.3 were assigned to those
velocities.
With the above 60 velocities appropriately weighted, we
computed eccentric- and circular-orbit solutions using SB1
and SB1C. Following the precepts of Lucy & Sweeney
(1971), a circular orbit is clearly to be preferred, and it is
listed in Table 5. The velocities and velocity residuals to our
Ðnal orbit are given in Table 4. Figure 4 compares the
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TABLE 4
RADIAL VELOCITIES OF T CORONAE BOREALIS
HJD Velocity O[C
(2,400,000]) Phase (km s~1) (km s~1) Weight Sourcea
31,895.964 . . . . . . 0.592 [44.2 3.6 0.02 S49
31,925.872 . . . . . . 0.723 [32.4 [0.6 0.02 S49
31,954.885 . . . . . . 0.851 [20.0 [6.4 0.02 S49
31,957.785 . . . . . . 0.864 [10.4 1.7 0.02 S49
32,070.688 . . . . . . 0.360 [44.0 [1.0 0.02 S49
32,195.042 . . . . . . 0.906 [11.6 [3.7 0.02 S49
32,196.007 . . . . . . 0.910 [6.2 1.4 0.02 S49
32,224.976 . . . . . . 0.038 [3.4 1.2 0.02 S49
32,256.957 . . . . . . 0.178 [16.8 0.6 0.02 S49
32,258.946 . . . . . . 0.187 [16.6 2.0 0.02 S49
32,275.826 . . . . . . 0.261 [34.0 [4.5 0.02 S49
32,305.969 . . . . . . 0.394 [40.7 5.8 0.02 S49
32,308.825 . . . . . . 0.406 [48.5 [0.9 0.02 S49
32,343.757 . . . . . . 0.560 [49.0 1.0 0.02 S49
32,370.803 . . . . . . 0.679 [36.4 1.7 0.02 S49
32,404.719 . . . . . . 0.828 [14.6 2.0 0.02 S49
32,600.976 . . . . . . 0.690 [40.2 [3.6 0.02 S49
32,669.787 . . . . . . 0.992 [10.3 [6.4 0.02 S49
32,695.887 . . . . . . 0.107 [9.3 [0.2 0.02 S49
35,583.800 . . . . . . 0.797 [21.2 [0.4 0.30 K58
35,617.700 . . . . . . 0.946 [5.0 0.2 0.30 K58
35,647.800 . . . . . . 0.079 [7.4 [0.6 0.30 K58
35,671.800 . . . . . . 0.184 [17.4 0.8 0.30 K58
35,675.700 . . . . . . 0.201 [20.5 0.1 0.30 K58
35,938.700 . . . . . . 0.357 [43.2 [0.6 0.30 K58
35,993.800 . . . . . . 0.599 [45.9 1.3 0.30 K58
45,037.024 . . . . . . 0.337 [39.6 0.7 0.20 KG86
45,064.963 . . . . . . 0.460 [50.9 0.0 0.20 KG86
45,071.866 . . . . . . 0.491 [51.3 0.3 0.20 KG86
45,097.858 . . . . . . 0.605 [45.9 0.8 0.20 KG86
45,152.731 . . . . . . 0.846 [13.3 0.9 0.20 KG86
45,243.604 . . . . . . 0.245 [25.8 1.3 0.20 KG86
45,368.055 . . . . . . 0.792 [23.2 [1.7 0.20 KG86
45,426.838 . . . . . . 0.050 [5.9 [0.8 0.20 KG86
45,426.851 . . . . . . 0.050 [5.9 [0.8 0.20 KG86
45,426.863 . . . . . . 0.051 [5.9 [0.8 0.20 KG86
45,426.878 . . . . . . 0.051 [5.8 [0.7 0.20 KG86
45,449.867 . . . . . . 0.152 [15.7 [1.8 0.20 KG86
45,508.626 . . . . . . 0.410 [47.3 0.6 0.20 KG86
45,508.709 . . . . . . 0.410 [47.1 0.9 0.20 KG86
45,718.008 . . . . . . 0.330 [39.5 [0.2 0.20 KG86
45,818.766 . . . . . . 0.773 [23.4 1.0 0.20 KG86
45,835.704 . . . . . . 0.847 [12.7 1.4 0.20 KG86
45,866.600 . . . . . . 0.983 [3.0 1.0 0.20 KG86
45,871.659 . . . . . . 0.005 [2.7 1.2 0.20 KG86
45,895.571 . . . . . . 0.110 [8.8 0.6 0.20 KG86
45,963.508 . . . . . . 0.409 [48.6 [0.8 0.20 KG86
46,075.972 . . . . . . 0.903 [10.4 [2.2 0.20 KG86
46,093.898 . . . . . . 0.982 [5.0 [0.9 0.20 KG86
46,133.898 . . . . . . 0.157 [16.4 [1.7 0.20 KG86
46,140.814 . . . . . . 0.188 [19.0 [0.3 0.20 KG86
50,568.762 . . . . . . 0.645 [42.6 [0.2 1.00 KPNO
50,627.706 . . . . . . 0.904 [7.3 0.8 1.00 KPNO
50,932.932 . . . . . . 0.246 [27.1 0.0 1.00 KPNO
50,981.747 . . . . . . 0.460 [51.7 [0.8 1.00 KPNO
51,107.579 . . . . . . 0.013 [4.3 [0.3 1.00 KPNO
51,294.829 . . . . . . 0.836 [15.8 [0.3 1.00 KPNO
51,345.712 . . . . . . 0.060 [5.5 0.1 1.00 KPNO
51,362.731 . . . . . . 0.134 [11.4 0.5 1.00 KPNO
51,363.672 . . . . . . 0.139 [12.5 [0.1 1.00 KPNO
a (S49) Sanford 1949 ; (K58) Kraft 1958 ; (KG86) Kenyon & Garcia
1986 ; (KPNO) this paper.
FIG. 4.ÈSame as Fig. 3, but for T CrB
velocities with the computed velocity curve, where zero
phase is computed from a time of maximum velocity.T0,
5. CI CYGNI
5.1. Brief Orbital History
Using visual and photographic observations, Whitney
(see Aller 1954) determined a period of 855.25 days for the
photometric variability of CI Cyg. Belyakina (1979, 1984)
conÐrmed this period and concluded that the star is an
eclipsing binary. The best orbital elements of the M giant
are those of Kenyon et al. (1991), who used the cross-
correlation technique to measure absorption-line radial
velocities in the 5200 region. From their 41 velocities,A
which cover three orbital cycles, they found a period of
844 ^ 34 days, consistent with the photometric period of
855.25 days. As a result, they adopted the photometric
period for their orbital solutions. They computed both a
circular and an eccentric orbit for the cool star and favored
the latter, which had an eccentricity of 0.15^ 0.08. Kenyon
et al. (1991) examined several emission lines to see whether
they followed the orbital motion of the hot component.
They found that the best tracer of the hot componentÏs
motion is the He II line at 4686 Their resulting mass ratioA .
for the cool giant to the hot component is 3.1 ^ 0.5.
5.2. Orbital Elements
From 1997 June to 1999 July, we obtained 9 radial veloci-
ties of CI Cyg (see Table 6). Using a period of 855.25 days,
which was also assumed by Kenyon et al. (1991), we com-
puted preliminary orbital elements with BISP and reÐned
them with SB1. Our eccentric-orbit solution and that of
Kenyon et al. (1991) have eccentricities of 0.1È0.15, but both
values have large errors.
Circular orbits for each of the two data sets were com-
puted with SB1C. According to the precepts of Lucy &
Sweeney (1971), a circular orbit is to be preferred in each
case. Table 7 compares the elements of our circular orbit
with those of Kenyon et al. (1991). The semiamplitudes are
in excellent agreement, while the center-of-mass velocities
di†er by 3.2 km s~1. That amount was added to each of the
Kenyon et al. (1991) velocities, and from a comparison of
the variances of the two sets of velocities, the SAO velocities
were given weights of 0.2 relative to the KPNO velocities.
With the 51 velocities, which cover seven orbital cycles,
and the period as a free parameter, we determined both
circular- and eccentric-orbit solutions. Following from
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TABLE 5
ORBITAL ELEMENTS OF T CORONAE BOREALIS
Parameter Kenyon & Garcia 1986 KPNO-Data Solution Final Solution
P (days) . . . . . . . . . . . 227.53^ 0.02 227.53 (Ðxed) 227.5687^ 0.0099
T0 (HJD) . . . . . . . . . 2,431,990.71^ 0.13 2,451,104.6^ 0.3 2,447,918.62^ 0.27c (km s~1) . . . . . . . . [27.89^ 0.06 [27.9^ 0.2 [27.79^ 0.13
K1 (km s~1) . . . . . . 23.32^ 0.16 24.2^ 0.2 23.89^ 0.17
e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0 0.0 0.0
u1 (deg) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a1 sin i (km) . . . . . . 73.0^ 0.6] 106 75.9^ 0.7] 106 74.77^ 0.53] 106
f (m) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.299^ 0.006 0.34^ 0.01 0.3224^0.0068
Lucy & Sweeney (1971), it is not clear which solution is
preferred. The similar eccentricities found in the separate
solutions of the Kenyon et al. (1991) data and our KPNO
data apparently are reinforced enough in the combined
solution to make the eccentric orbit viable. Thus, that Ðnal
solution has been listed in Table 7 with velocities and
residuals to that solution given in Table 6. Figure 5 com-
pares the radial velocities with the computed velocity curve.
Zero phase is a time of periastron passage.
As can be seen in Figure 5, the velocities, particularly
those of Kenyon et al. (1991), are not uniformly distributed
in phase and may bias the orbital solution toward one with
a nonzero eccentricity. However, the assumption of a circu-
lar or eccentric orbit is not critical since within the uncer-
tainties the values of the periods, semiamplitudes, and mass
functions of our Ðnal circular and eccentric solutions are the
same. Our spectroscopically determined period of 853.8
days (Table 7) is in excellent agreement with the photo-
metric period of 855.25 days. In fact, Kenyon et al. (1991)
stated that recent eclipses indicate that the photometric
period should be 1È2 days shorter than the quoted value,
which would bring the two period determinations into even
closer accord.
6. BX MONOCEROTIS
6.1. Brief Orbital History
Mayall (1940) found a periodicity of 1380 days for the
light variations of BX Mon, but IijimaÏs (1985) more recent
spectroscopic observations were inconsistent with such a
period. Despite that problem, Iijima (1985) proposed that
BX Mon is a long-period eclipsing binary with an eccentric
orbit. Dumm et al. (1998) reanalyzed the data from 1890 to
FIG. 5.ÈComputed radial-velocity curve of CI Cyg compared with the
observed velocities. Zero phase is a time of periastron passage.
1940 used by Mayall (1940) and included visual-brightness
estimates from 1989 to 1995, which were supplied by the
Royal Astronomical Society of New Zealand (RASNZ).
Analyzing the combined data, they found two possible
periods, 1338 ^ 8 days and 1401 ^ 8 days. From the phase
distribution of Ñuxes computed for several IUE spectra,
they concluded that BX Mon is an eclipsing binary having a
period of 1401^ 8 days.
Dumm et al. (1998) obtained high-dispersion spectra at
both blue and red wavelengths. Assuming a period of 1401
days, they computed an orbit for the M giant from 18
velocities measured at wavelengths between 6500 and 7500
They found the system to have a high eccentricity of 0.49,A .
conÐrming the suggestion of Iijima (1985).
Michalitsianos et al. (1982) obtained low-dispersion
ultraviolet spectra with the IUE satellite and found that
both absorption features and a continuum characteristic of
a late A- or early F-type hot component are visible. Dumm
et al. (1998) noted that spectra covering wavelengths blue-
ward of 6000 showed evidence of a hot companion, andA
they were able to measure absorption features of that com-
ponent in two blue-wavelength spectra. They determined
the mass ratio of the cool-to-hot components to be
6.7^ 1.3 and suggested that the hot component is a white
dwarf.
6.2. Orbital Elements
From 1995 October to 1999 April, we obtained 11 veloci-
ties of BX Mon (see Table 8). Assuming the orbital period of
Dumm et al. (1998) and using the rest of their elements as
starting values, we computed orbital elements of the M
giant with the SB1 program. Since those elements appeared
to be in reasonable agreement with those of Dumm et al.
(1998), we analyzed together our velocities and the 17
velocities of Dumm et al. (1998). Our observations began
just before those of Dumm et al. (1998) ended, and so, one
additional orbital cycle has been observed now. A period
search of the 28 velocities identiÐed a single best period of
1262 ^ 32 days, which di†ers by 10% from the value of
1401 days.
Figure 1c of Dumm et al. (1998) is a plot of the RASNZ
1989È1995 visual observations of BX Mon, which were
phased with their 1401 days period. However, in that Ðgure
the observations at the epochs of ““ rapid ÏÏ brightening do
not appear to be aligned. A period analysis of the same
RASNZ data resulted in a single best period of 1302^ 25
days, in agreement with our radial-velocity period of
1262 ^ 32 days. Those RASNZ visual observations plotted
modulo the 1302 days period are shown in Figure 6, where
zero phase is 2,449,796.03 (HJD), a time of conjunction with
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TABLE 6
RADIAL VELOCITIES OF CI CYGNI
HJD Velocity O[C
(2,400,000]) Phase (km s~1) (km s~1) Weight Sourcea
45,243.719 . . . . . . 0.930 10.7 [4.2 0.2 K91
45,517.979 . . . . . . 0.251 20.6 0.2 0.2 K91
45,662.562 . . . . . . 0.421 16.0 1.2 0.2 K91
45,785.994 . . . . . . 0.565 13.1 2.7 0.2 K91
45,818.906 . . . . . . 0.604 13.0 3.4 0.2 K91
45,840.866 . . . . . . 0.629 10.8 1.6 0.2 K91
45,871.800 . . . . . . 0.666 9.6 0.8 0.2 K91
45,950.750 . . . . . . 0.758 9.7 0.8 0.2 K91
46,096.036 . . . . . . 0.928 17.1 2.3 0.2 K91
46,249.777 . . . . . . 0.108 21.6 [0.2 0.2 K91
46,282.684 . . . . . . 0.147 22.4 0.4 0.2 K91
46,362.627 . . . . . . 0.240 21.5 0.8 0.2 K91
46,564.828 . . . . . . 0.477 12.0 [0.9 0.2 K91
46,600.916 . . . . . . 0.520 9.7 [1.9 0.2 K91
46,626.707 . . . . . . 0.550 7.2 [3.6 0.2 K91
46,656.692 . . . . . . 0.585 8.1 [1.9 0.2 K91
46,682.772 . . . . . . 0.615 7.3 [2.1 0.2 K91
46,712.595 . . . . . . 0.650 10.0 1.1 0.2 K91
46,751.593 . . . . . . 0.696 7.6 [1.0 0.2 K91
46,786.553 . . . . . . 0.737 10.4 1.7 0.2 K91
46,804.540 . . . . . . 0.758 8.9 0.0 0.2 K91
46,878.981 . . . . . . 0.845 12.2 1.1 0.2 K91
46,907.940 . . . . . . 0.879 12.1 [0.3 0.2 K91
46,928.906 . . . . . . 0.904 14.5 0.9 0.2 K91
46,948.844 . . . . . . 0.927 15.6 0.9 0.2 K91
46,983.709 . . . . . . 0.968 15.8 [1.0 0.2 K91
47,020.721 . . . . . . 0.011 23.2 4.3 0.2 K91
47,070.660 . . . . . . 0.070 20.7 [0.3 0.2 K91
47,095.574 . . . . . . 0.099 22.3 0.6 0.2 K91
47,347.776 . . . . . . 0.394 15.0 [0.7 0.2 K91
47,393.708 . . . . . . 0.448 14.9 1.1 0.2 K91
47,432.621 . . . . . . 0.494 11.0 [1.4 0.2 K91
47,466.583 . . . . . . 0.533 12.6 1.4 0.2 K91
47,480.567 . . . . . . 0.550 13.7 2.9 0.2 K91
47,521.550 . . . . . . 0.598 5.9 [3.8 0.2 K91
47,643.924 . . . . . . 0.741 11.0 2.3 0.2 K91
47,666.976 . . . . . . 0.768 6.9 [2.2 0.2 K91
47,722.889 . . . . . . 0.834 11.0 0.3 0.2 K91
47,775.656 . . . . . . 0.895 8.8 [4.4 0.2 K91
47,801.639 . . . . . . 0.926 16.1 1.4 0.2 K91
47,830.608 . . . . . . 0.960 16.9 0.5 0.2 K91
50,629.888 . . . . . . 0.238 20.2 [0.5 1.0 KPNO
50,752.713 . . . . . . 0.382 16.3 0.2 1.0 KPNO
50,934.856 . . . . . . 0.596 10.5 0.7 1.0 KPNO
50,981.966 . . . . . . 0.651 8.3 [0.6 1.0 KPNO
51,051.755 . . . . . . 0.732 8.0 [0.7 1.0 KPNO
51,106.757 . . . . . . 0.797 10.0 0.4 1.0 KPNO
51,301.995 . . . . . . 0.026 19.3 [0.2 1.0 KPNO
51,346.940 . . . . . . 0.078 20.5 [0.7 1.0 KPNO
51,362.939 . . . . . . 0.097 22.3 0.7 1.0 KPNO
a (K91) Kenyon et al. 1991 ; (KPNO) this paper.
the M giant behind the hot component, as computed with
our Ðnal orbital elements.
Assuming a period of 1262 days, we have computed
separate orbits for the 17 velocities measured by Dumm et
al. (1998) and our 11 KPNO velocities. Those two sets of
orbital elements are compared in Table 9. The two center-
of-mass velocities are in good agreement. Given that we
have only 11 KPNO velocities, the other elements of the
two solutions are generally consistent with each other,
although their errors do not usually overlap.
Garcia (1986) published Ðve velocities of BX Mon, which
FIG. 6.ÈRASNZ visual observations of BX Mon plotted modulo
P\ 1302 days. Zero phase is a time of conjunction with the M giant
behind the hot component, as computed from our Ðnal spectroscopic orbit.
were obtained at a wavelength of about 5200 Dumm etA .
al. (1998) showed that those velocities did not Ðt their orbit
of the M giant. They suggested that the velocities of Garcia
(1986) were contaminated by blending from lines of both
components. The situation for GarciaÏs (1986) velocities did
not improve when they were compared with M-giant orbits
having a period of 1262 days. Four of the Ðve velocities
have very large positive residuals, and so GarciaÏs (1986)
velocities were not used to improve the orbital elements.
From a comparison of the variances of the velocities for
the two orbits, our velocities have been given weights of
0.33 relative to those of Dumm et al. (1998), and no zero-
point velocity correction was made. In a single solution of
all 28 velocities, however, the mean residual of our KPNO
velocities was nearly [0.5 km s~1. Thus, with 0.5 km s~1
added to the KPNO velocities, a Ðnal solution of the com-
bined data was computed with SB1. The Ðnal period of
1259 days as well as the other orbital elements are given in
Table 9, while the velocities and the residuals to the Ðnal
orbit are listed in Table 8. Figure 7 compares the observed
velocities with the computed velocity curve, where zero
phase is a time of periastron passage.
7. RS OPHIUCHI
7.1. Brief Orbital History
From echelle spectroscopic observations at 5200 A ,
Dobrzycka & Kenyon (1994) obtained 47 cross-correlation
FIG. 7.ÈSame as Fig. 5, but for BX Mon
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TABLE 7
ORBITAL ELEMENTS OF CI CYGNI
Parameter Kenyon et al. 1991 KPNO-Data Solution Final Solution
P (days) . . . . . . . . . . . 855.25 (Ðxed) 855.25 (Ðxed) 853.8^ 2.9
T (HJD) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,450,426.4^ 59.6
T0 (HJD) . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,450,570.4^ 11.2 . . .c (km s~1) . . . . . . . . 18.4^ 0.4 15.2 ^ 0.3 14.96^ 0.23
K1 (km s~1) . . . . . . 7.0^ 0.5 6.7 ^ 0.4 6.70^ 0.30
e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0 0.0 0.109^ 0.048
u1 (deg) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 297.7^ 24.7
a1 sin i (km) . . . . . . 78.8^ 9.4] 106 78.9^ 4.7] 106 78.2^ 3.5] 106
f (m) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.027^ 0.010 0.027 ^ 0.005 0.0262^ 0.0035
velocities of the cool giant. Many spectra of RS Oph also
showed features of a hot A-type spectrum, and Dobrzycka
& Kenyon (1994) determined velocities of that component
by cross-correlating the spectra with an A-type template.
TABLE 8
RADIAL VELOCITIES OF BX MONOCEROTIS
HJD Velocity O[C
(2,400,000]) Phase (km s~1) (km s~1) Weight Sourcea
48,624.000 . . . . . . 0.161 28.2 [0.5 1.00 D98
48,626.000 . . . . . . 0.163 29.1 0.5 1.00 D98
48,699.000 . . . . . . 0.221 27.7 0.1 1.00 D98
48,700.000 . . . . . . 0.221 27.2 [0.4 1.00 D98
49,003.000 . . . . . . 0.462 26.1 [0.4 1.00 D98
49,004.000 . . . . . . 0.463 26.9 0.4 1.00 D98
49,040.000 . . . . . . 0.491 27.2 0.6 1.00 D98
49,290.000 . . . . . . 0.690 28.2 0.4 1.00 D98
49,291.000 . . . . . . 0.691 28.1 0.3 1.00 D98
49,368.000 . . . . . . 0.752 27.4 [1.2 1.00 D98
49,487.000 . . . . . . 0.846 30.7 0.0 1.00 D98
49,657.000 . . . . . . 0.981 35.5 [0.2 1.00 D98
49,723.000 . . . . . . 0.034 34.2 [0.1 1.00 D98
49,724.000 . . . . . . 0.035 33.9 [0.4 1.00 D98
49,810.000 . . . . . . 0.103 31.2 0.6 1.00 D98
49,975.000 . . . . . . 0.234 27.6 0.2 1.00 D98
49,997.967 . . . . . . 0.252 27.2 0.0 0.33 KPNO
50,148.000 . . . . . . 0.371 26.9 0.3 1.00 D98
50,161.655 . . . . . . 0.382 25.2 [1.4 0.33 KPNO
50,162.669 . . . . . . 0.383 25.6 [1.0 0.33 KPNO
50,386.045 . . . . . . 0.560 27.3 0.5 0.33 KPNO
50,567.670 . . . . . . 0.705 28.4 0.5 0.33 KPNO
50,568.649 . . . . . . 0.705 28.2 0.2 0.33 KPNO
50,750.996 . . . . . . 0.850 31.2 0.4 0.33 KPNO
50,932.649 . . . . . . 0.994 37.1 1.4 0.33 KPNO
51,106.974 . . . . . . 0.133 30.9 1.4 0.33 KPNO
51,135.914 . . . . . . 0.156 27.1 [1.7 0.33 KPNO
51,294.676 . . . . . . 0.282 26.3 [0.7 0.33 KPNO
a (D98) Dumm et al. 1998 ; (KPNO) this paper.
They found a period of 460 days from both sets of velocities
and preferred a circular-orbit solution for the cool giant.
Dobrzycka & Kenyon (1994) examined several possibilities
for the source of the A-type spectrum, including one that
assumes that the velocities of the A-type spectra result from
orbital motion of a companion. They concluded that the
computed masses of the components of RS Oph are more
reasonable if it is considered to be just a single-lined binary.
7.2. Orbital Elements
From 1995 October to 1999 July, we obtained 15 radial
velocities of RS Oph (see Table 10). Assuming a period of
460 days, preliminary orbital elements were computed with
BISP and all elements were reÐned with SB1. Then SB1C
was used to obtain a circular-orbit solution. In Table 11
that solution is compared with the circular solution given
by Dobrzycka & Kenyon (1994). While the periods and
center-of-mass velocities of the two solutions are similar,
our semiamplitude is over 50% larger. However, velocities
of both sets have relatively large residuals to their respective
orbits, and the orbit of Dobrzycka & Kenyon (1994) has no
velocities near phase minimum.
Both sets of velocities are less precise that those of other
observed symbiotic stars. Dobrzycka & Kenyon (1994)
stated that some of their spectra correlated better with an
A-type template rather than with an M-type template. Our
larger than usual velocity uncertainties may be attributable,
in part, to the lower signal-to-noise ratio of the spectra (see
Fig. 1) since RS Oph is one of the faintest stars on our
program. In addition, RS Oph was often observed at large
hour angles, which may have resulted in poorer guiding of
the star on the spectrograph slit. Despite such problems, we
decided to combine the velocities into a single solution. As a
result of a comparison of the two circular-orbit solutions,
no zero-point shift was added to either set of velocities.
From a comparison of the variances of the velocities of the
TABLE 9
ORBITAL ELEMENTS OF BX MONOCEROTIS
Parameter Dumm et al. 1998 KPNO-Data Solution Final Solution
P (days) . . . . . . . . . . . 1262 (Ðxed) 1262 (Ðxed) 1259 ^ 16
T (HJD) . . . . . . . . . . 2,449,680^ 16 2,451,024^ 43 2,449,680^ 17
c (km s~1) . . . . . . . . 29.1^ 0.1 29.0^ 0.4 29.12^ 0.13
K1 (km s~1) . . . . . . 4.4^ 0.2 6.7^ 1.6 4.61^0.24
e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.45^ 0.04 0.55^ 0.14 0.444^ 0.037
u1 (deg) . . . . . . . . . . 10^ 5 34 ^ 9 11.8^ 5.5
a1 sin i (km) . . . . . . 68 ^ 4 ] 106 97 ^ 26 ] 106 71.5^ 4.0] 106
f (m) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.008^ 0.001 0.023^ 0.018 0.0092^ 0.0015
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TABLE 10
RADIAL VELOCITIES OF RS OPHIUCHI
HJD Velocity O[C
(2,400,000]) Phase (km s~1) (km s~1) Weight Sourcea
45,035.038 . . . . . . 0.767 [41.0 [2.6 0.5 DK94
45,063.017 . . . . . . 0.829 [32.0 0.3 0.5 DK94
45,063.963 . . . . . . 0.831 [35.0 [2.9 0.5 DK94
45,097.923 . . . . . . 0.905 [27.4 [1.0 0.5 DK94
45,426.977 . . . . . . 0.627 [41.1 10.8 0.5 DK94
45,426.993 . . . . . . 0.627 [41.6 10.3 0.5 DK94
45,513.743 . . . . . . 0.818 [36.6 [3.3 0.5 DK94
46,538.993 . . . . . . 0.067 [29.0 [4.0 0.5 DK94
46,540.952 . . . . . . 0.072 [32.0 [6.8 0.5 DK94
46,602.834 . . . . . . 0.207 [40.7 [4.9 0.5 DK94
46,605.743 . . . . . . 0.214 [39.3 [2.8 0.5 DK94
46,608.764 . . . . . . 0.220 [39.4 [2.3 0.5 DK94
46,635.720 . . . . . . 0.280 [37.6 5.7 0.5 DK94
46,691.608 . . . . . . 0.402 [54.1 [0.2 0.5 DK94
46,867.010 . . . . . . 0.787 [38.0 [1.6 0.5 DK94
46,891.957 . . . . . . 0.842 [34.9 [3.8 0.5 DK94
46,895.953 . . . . . . 0.851 [33.9 [3.6 0.5 DK94
46,918.913 . . . . . . 0.901 [32.2 [5.6 0.5 DK94
46,929.994 . . . . . . 0.925 [27.7 [2.4 0.5 DK94
46,953.833 . . . . . . 0.978 [23.5 0.2 0.5 DK94
46,979.733 . . . . . . 0.034 [25.8 [1.9 0.5 DK94
47,312.835 . . . . . . 0.765 [39.3 [0.7 0.5 DK94
47,313.822 . . . . . . 0.768 [38.6 [0.2 0.5 DK94
47,486.561 . . . . . . 0.147 [38.2 [8.1 0.5 DK94
47,719.764 . . . . . . 0.658 [59.2 [9.9 0.5 DK94
47,777.656 . . . . . . 0.785 [36.0 0.5 0.5 DK94
47,787.583 . . . . . . 0.807 [37.4 [3.0 0.5 DK94
47,811.576 . . . . . . 0.860 [30.5 [0.9 0.5 DK94
47,967.019 . . . . . . 0.201 [29.5 5.6 0.5 DK94
47,992.928 . . . . . . 0.258 [43.9 [2.9 0.5 DK94
48,016.933 . . . . . . 0.310 [44.5 1.9 0.5 DK94
48,048.826 . . . . . . 0.380 [54.3 [1.9 0.5 DK94
48,349.954 . . . . . . 0.041 [22.8 1.3 0.5 DK94
48,368.857 . . . . . . 0.083 [21.2 4.5 0.5 DK94
48,400.832 . . . . . . 0.153 [20.1 10.5 0.5 DK94
48,411.892 . . . . . . 0.177 [30.3 2.5 0.5 DK94
48,429.805 . . . . . . 0.216 [38.5 [1.8 0.5 DK94
48,695.025 . . . . . . 0.798 [39.5 [4.3 0.5 DK94
48,723.000 . . . . . . 0.860 [30.6 [1.0 0.5 DK94
48,754.922 . . . . . . 0.930 [28.6 [3.5 0.5 DK94
48,782.831 . . . . . . 0.991 [34.3 [10.8 0.5 DK94
48,816.771 . . . . . . 0.065 [29.5 [4.6 0.5 DK94
48,872.718 . . . . . . 0.188 [34.5 [0.6 0.5 DK94
48,909.584 . . . . . . 0.269 [44.4 [2.2 0.5 DK94
49,106.948 . . . . . . 0.702 [42.8 2.4 0.5 DK94
49,136.907 . . . . . . 0.768 [36.6 1.7 0.5 DK94
49,174.784 . . . . . . 0.851 [30.4 [0.1 0.5 DK94
49,998.639 . . . . . . 0.659 [49.1 0.2 1.0 KPNO
50,162.905 . . . . . . 0.019 [18.0 5.6 1.0 KPNO
50,254.723 . . . . . . 0.221 [33.5 3.7 1.0 KPNO
50,320.643 . . . . . . 0.365 [48.5 2.8 1.0 KPNO
50,387.593 . . . . . . 0.512 [61.9 [5.0 1.0 KPNO
50,568.854 . . . . . . 0.910 [27.5 [1.4 1.0 KPNO
50,627.799 . . . . . . 0.039 [19.3 4.7 1.0 KPNO
50,751.574 . . . . . . 0.311 [49.6 [3.1 1.0 KPNO
50,933.851 . . . . . . 0.711 [42.1 2.2 1.0 KPNO
50,981.817 . . . . . . 0.816 [27.5 6.0 1.0 KPNO
50,983.747 . . . . . . 0.820 [26.8 6.3 1.0 KPNO
51,051.677 . . . . . . 0.970 [19.7 4.1 1.0 KPNO
51,106.592 . . . . . . 0.090 [27.4 [1.3 1.0 KPNO
51,294.889 . . . . . . 0.503 [63.5 [6.6 1.0 KPNO
51,363.664 . . . . . . 0.654 [45.1 4.6 1.0 KPNO
a (DK94) Dobrzycka & Kenyon 1994 ; (KPNO) this paper.
FIG. 8.ÈSame as Fig. 3, but for RS Oph
two solutions, the velocities of Dobrzycka & Kenyon (1994)
were given weights of 0.5 relative to ours.
Combining the two sets of velocities, we computed both
eccentric and circular orbits. According to the precepts of
Lucy & Sweeney (1971), the circular orbit is to be preferred,
and that orbit is listed in Table 11. The velocities and veloc-
ity residuals are given in Table 10. Figure 8 compares the
radial velocities with the computed velocity curve. Zero
phase is a time of maximum positive velocity.T0,
8. AG PEGASI
8.1. Brief Orbital History
From several decades of monitoring, Merrill (1951, 1959)
found velocity variations of about 800 days for various
metallic and hydrogen emission lines in the spectrum of AG
Peg. Hutchings, Cowley, & Redman (1975) adopted a
period of 820 days and used 23 absorption-line velocities to
determine both a circular- and an eccentric-orbit solution.
The best current orbit is that of Kenyon et al. (1993), who
obtained 58 additional velocities, nine obtained at McDon-
ald Observatory and 49 with telescopes of the SAO. They
determined a spectroscopic period of 812.3 days, which they
noted is in excellent agreement with the 816.5 days photo-
metric period of Fernie (1985). Their velocities, combined
with those used by Hutchings et al. (1975), appeared to rule
out eccentricities as large as 0.10È0.25, and Kenyon et al.
(1993) favored a circular-orbit solution.
8.2. Orbital Elements
From 1996 October to 1999 July, we obtained 13 radial
velocities of AG Peg (see Table 12). Assuming the spectro-
scopic period of Kenyon et al. (1993), we obtained prelimi-
nary elements with BISP and reÐned them with SB1. In
Table 13, our elements are compared with those from the
eccentric solution of Kenyon et al. (1993). The center-of-
mass velocities are identical, while the semiamplitudes agree
to within their errors. Thus, we combined our velocities
with the various sets of velocities used by Kenyon et al.
(1993).
To compare the velocity o†sets and determine the
weights for the velocities of the various data sets, we Ðrst
computed an eccentric-orbit solution of the 49 SAO veloci-
ties alone. Four other sets of velocities were compared with
this solution : (1) eight remeasured velocities from plates
obtained by Merrill (Hutchings et al. 1975), (2) twelve
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TABLE 11
ORBITAL ELEMENTS OF RS OPHIUCHI
Parameter Dobrzycka & Kenyon 1994 KPNO-Data Solution Final Solution
P (days) . . . . . . . . . . . 460 ^ 5 447^ 4 455.72^ 0.83
T0 (HJD) . . . . . . . . . 2,450,114.9^ 11.2 2,451,502^ 9 2,450,154.1^ 4.6c (km s~1) . . . . . . . . [38.9^ 1.2 [39.6^ 0.8 [40.22^ 0.64
K1 (km s~1) . . . . . . 12.8^ 2.0 20^ 1 16.71^ 0.97
e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.0 0.0 0.0
u1 (deg) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a1 sin i (km) . . . . . . . . . 123 ^ 7 ] 106 104.7^ 6.1] 106
f (m) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.37^ 0.06 0.221^ 0.038
velocities of Cowley & Stencel (1973), (3) three velocities of
Hutchings et al. (1975), and (4) nine velocities of Slovak
(Kenyon et al. 1993). From an examination of the mean
velocity residuals for the various data sets, 1.3 km s~1 was
added to all velocities of Cowley & Stencel (1973). From a
comparison of variances, weights of 0.1, 0.1, 0.4, and 0.75
were assigned to the remeasured velocities of MerrillÏs
plates, the velocities of Cowley & Stencel, those of Slovak,
and the SAO velocities, respectively. The three velocities of
Hutchings et al. (1975) had large residuals and were not
included in our Ðnal solutions.
With the above 91 velocities appropriately weighted, we
computed eccentric- and circular-orbit solutions using SB1
and SB1C. According to the precepts of Lucy & Sweeney
(1971), the eccentric-orbit solution is to be preferred, and it
is listed in Table 13. We note that within their errors the
values of the periods, semiamplitudes, and mass functions
are the same for the two solutions. The velocities and veloc-
ity residuals from the computed orbit are given in Table 12.
Figure 9 compares the velocities with the computed velocity
curve, where zero phase is a time of periastron passage.
9. DISCUSSION
Except in the case of BX Mon, our velocities of the late-
type giant in the six symbiotic binaries are at least as precise
if not superior, as judged by the variances of the velocities in
comparable solutions, to velocities obtained by previous
observers at shorter wavelengths. Comparison with numer-
ous SAO velocities is available for four of the six binaries. In
those cases, the weights of the SAO velocities, based on
variances, range from 0.2È0.75 relative to the KPNO veloci-
ties. The six symbiotic stars discussed in this paper have
reasonably well determined orbits in the literature. The
FIG. 9.ÈSame as Fig. 5, but for AG Peg
agreement of our independent orbital solutions with
published results generally conÐrms the previous orbital
solutions and demonstrates the validity of using infrared
velocities to determine the orbits of the late-type giants in
symbiotic systems.
In a binary system, tidal forces will tend to circularize the
orbit over the course of the starsÏ evolution (Zahn 1977).
Since symbiotic systems are extensively evolved, typically
consisting of an M giant and a white dwarf, we might expect
most systems to have circular orbits. However, since sym-
biotic systems are mass-exchange binaries, it is possible that
the M-giant component Ðlls a substantial fraction of its
Roche lobe and may be tidally distorted. Sterne (1941)
showed that the e†ects of tidal distortion can produce an
orbit with a spurious eccentricity and an expected longitude
of periastron, u, of 90¡ or 270¡. We have determined circu-
lar orbits for three systems, EG And, T CrB, and RS Oph,
all having periods less than 500 days. On the other hand, for
BX Mon, the system with the longest period, 1259 days, the
orbit is clearly eccentric. The remaining two systems, CI
Cyg and AG Peg, have intermediate orbital periods of
800È900 days and low eccentricities of D0.1.
Is there evidence for tidal distortion in any of the circular
or low-eccentricity systems? Although assuming a circular
orbit for T CrB, Kenyon & Garcia (1986) also obtained an
eccentric-orbit solution (e\ 0.012^ 0.005, u\ 80¡ ^ 6¡),
which they noted slightly improved the Ðt to their radial
velocities. They argued that the eccentricity is spurious,
resulting from the ellipsoidal nature of the M giant.
& Mikolajewska (1998) concurred with thatBelczyn ski
assessment. They computed a rough value for the predicted
spurious eccentricity, compared it and the expected value of
u with the eccentric-orbit solution of Kenyon & Garcia
(1986), and concluded that the small eccentricity was very
likely due to tidal e†ects. For our Ðnal eccentric-orbit solu-
tion of T CrB, the eccentricity and u are 0.0041 ^ 0.0076
and 177¡ ^ 68¡, respectively. Those values provide no evi-
dence for tidal distortion and instead, are entirely consistent
with observational errors. The circular-orbit solution passes
the tests of Lucy & Sweeney (1971) by a wide margin.
For CI Cyg and AG Peg, our Ðnal eccentric-orbit values
of u are 298¡ ^ 25¡ and 112¡ ^ 22¡, respectively. Consider-
ing the errors, the computed values of u nearly encompass
the expected spurious values, giving possible support to the
argument that the eccentricities of D0.1 are spurious. Pre-
viously, for CI Cyg Kenyon et al. (1991) found
u\ 309¡ ^ 28¡ and concluded that this was probably the
result of tidal distortion of the red giant. Although addi-
tional precise radial velocities may well tilt the balance in
favor of circular orbits, the eccentric-orbit solutions have
been retained for these two stars. Orbits for additional sym-
TABLE 12
RADIAL VELOCITIES OF AG PEGASI
HJD Velocity O[C
(2,400,000]) Phase (km s~1) (km s~1) Weight Sourcea
31,753.690 . . . . . . 0.596 [16.0 [4.1 0.10 HCR75
31,754.620 . . . . . . 0.598 [13.7 [1.8 0.10 HCR75
32,719.980 . . . . . . 0.777 [13.0 [2.1 0.10 HCR75
32,807.900 . . . . . . 0.885 [13.9 [0.5 0.10 HCR75
33,501.860 . . . . . . 0.733 [12.9 [2.3 0.10 HCR75
34,649.760 . . . . . . 0.136 [20.4 1.1 0.10 HCR75
35,023.680 . . . . . . 0.593 [10.8 1.2 0.10 HCR75
35,024.710 . . . . . . 0.594 [10.4 1.6 0.10 HCR75
37,955.740 . . . . . . 0.177 [19.3 2.2 0.10 CS73
38,036.620 . . . . . . 0.275 [20.8 [0.7 0.10 CS73
39,048.650 . . . . . . 0.512 [16.5 [2.7 0.10 CS73
39,398.710 . . . . . . 0.940 [11.4 4.2 0.10 CS73
39,786.630 . . . . . . 0.414 [22.7 [6.3 0.10 CS73
39,787.580 . . . . . . 0.415 [20.2 [3.8 0.10 CS73
40,142.620 . . . . . . 0.849 [9.3 3.0 0.10 CS73
40,489.700 . . . . . . 0.273 [16.9 3.2 0.10 CS73
40,491.660 . . . . . . 0.276 [21.2 [1.1 0.10 CS73
40,868.750 . . . . . . 0.737 [10.3 0.3 0.10 CS73
40,871.590 . . . . . . 0.740 [9.3 1.4 0.10 CS73
41,619.610 . . . . . . 0.654 [12.6 [1.6 0.10 CS73
43,679.900 . . . . . . 0.172 [24.6 [3.1 0.40 K93
43,715.780 . . . . . . 0.216 [22.3 [1.2 0.40 K93
43,799.670 . . . . . . 0.319 [19.5 [0.5 0.40 K93
43,821.590 . . . . . . 0.346 [17.9 0.4 0.40 K93
43,866.550 . . . . . . 0.401 [16.9 [0.1 0.40 K93
44,032.900 . . . . . . 0.604 [12.1 [0.3 0.40 K93
44,117.840 . . . . . . 0.708 [12.9 [2.2 0.40 K93
44,442.920 . . . . . . 0.105 [21.0 0.1 0.40 K93
44,602.560 . . . . . . 0.300 [19.2 0.3 0.40 K93
45,840.851 . . . . . . 0.814 [8.0 3.5 0.75 K93
45,871.781 . . . . . . 0.851 [10.5 1.9 0.75 K93
45,930.714 . . . . . . 0.923 [13.5 1.4 0.75 K93
45,950.646 . . . . . . 0.948 [14.5 1.4 0.75 K93
46,095.458 . . . . . . 0.125 [20.9 0.5 0.75 K93
46,249.760 . . . . . . 0.313 [16.8 2.4 0.75 K93
46,282.608 . . . . . . 0.353 [17.5 0.6 0.75 K93
46,362.551 . . . . . . 0.451 [14.4 1.0 0.75 K93
46,564.834 . . . . . . 0.698 [9.5 1.2 0.75 K93
46,600.839 . . . . . . 0.742 [9.7 1.0 0.75 K93
46,626.686 . . . . . . 0.774 [9.3 1.6 0.75 K93
46,657.649 . . . . . . 0.812 [11.0 0.4 0.75 K93
46,682.716 . . . . . . 0.842 [13.4 [1.3 0.75 K93
46,757.432 . . . . . . 0.934 [16.2 [0.9 0.75 K93
46,786.477 . . . . . . 0.969 [17.8 [1.0 0.75 K93
46,804.439 . . . . . . 0.991 [18.2 [0.5 0.75 K93
46,928.854 . . . . . . 0.143 [21.2 0.3 0.75 K93
46,957.803 . . . . . . 0.179 [21.8 [0.3 0.75 K93
47,020.673 . . . . . . 0.256 [19.5 1.0 0.75 K93
47,070.608 . . . . . . 0.317 [18.7 0.4 0.75 K93
47,098.568 . . . . . . 0.351 [17.2 1.0 0.75 K93
47,132.459 . . . . . . 0.392 [16.1 0.9 0.75 K93
47,167.438 . . . . . . 0.435 [15.7 0.1 0.75 K93
47,346.918 . . . . . . 0.654 [9.8 1.2 0.75 K93
47,390.783 . . . . . . 0.708 [9.9 0.8 0.75 K93
47,424.660 . . . . . . 0.749 [11.4 [0.7 0.75 K93
47,458.587 . . . . . . 0.791 [11.2 [0.1 0.75 K93
47,481.559 . . . . . . 0.819 [10.9 0.7 0.75 K93
47,511.452 . . . . . . 0.855 [14.2 [1.7 0.75 K93
47,546.493 . . . . . . 0.898 [14.8 [0.9 0.75 K93
47,718.833 . . . . . . 0.109 [20.7 0.5 0.75 K93
47,748.802 . . . . . . 0.145 [23.0 [1.5 0.75 K93
47,774.785 . . . . . . 0.177 [23.7 [2.2 0.75 K93
47,803.566 . . . . . . 0.212 [21.1 0.1 0.75 K93
47,830.483 . . . . . . 0.245 [21.6 [0.9 0.75 K93
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TABLE 12ÈContinued
HJD Velocity O[C
(2,400,000]) Phase (km s~1) (km s~1) Weight Sourcea
47,868.461 . . . . . . 0.292 [21.0 [1.3 0.75 K93
47,895.474 . . . . . . 0.325 [20.3 [1.4 0.75 K93
48,026.860 . . . . . . 0.485 [12.1 2.4 0.75 K93
48,050.817 . . . . . . 0.515 [13.4 0.3 0.75 K93
48,078.809 . . . . . . 0.549 [12.2 0.7 0.75 K93
48,101.759 . . . . . . 0.577 [11.6 0.7 0.75 K93
48,131.677 . . . . . . 0.613 [11.4 0.2 0.75 K93
48,374.875 . . . . . . 0.911 [16.0 [1.6 0.75 K93
48,428.791 . . . . . . 0.976 [18.5 [1.4 0.75 K93
48,454.739 . . . . . . 0.008 [20.1 [1.7 0.75 K93
48,482.678 . . . . . . 0.042 [21.2 [1.6 0.75 K93
48,542.526 . . . . . . 0.115 [20.8 0.5 0.75 K93
48,578.508 . . . . . . 0.159 [21.4 0.1 0.75 K93
48,607.455 . . . . . . 0.195 [21.9 [0.5 0.75 K93
50,387.670 . . . . . . 0.371 [16.8 0.8 1.00 KPNO
50,629.931 . . . . . . 0.667 [11.2 [0.3 1.00 KPNO
50,688.916 . . . . . . 0.739 [11.8 [1.1 1.00 KPNO
50,751.755 . . . . . . 0.816 [13.2 [1.7 1.00 KPNO
50,933.941 . . . . . . 0.038 [17.5 2.0 1.00 KPNO
50,934.996 . . . . . . 0.040 [17.6 1.9 1.00 KPNO
50,982.856 . . . . . . 0.098 [19.4 1.6 1.00 KPNO
51,052.935 . . . . . . 0.184 [21.2 0.2 1.00 KPNO
51,106.639 . . . . . . 0.249 [21.1 [0.5 1.00 KPNO
51,135.735 . . . . . . 0.285 [19.5 0.4 1.00 KPNO
51,301.978 . . . . . . 0.488 [16.6 [2.2 1.00 KPNO
51,347.882 . . . . . . 0.544 [14.3 [1.3 1.00 KPNO
51,363.871 . . . . . . 0.564 [14.2 [1.6 1.00 KPNO
a (HCR75) Hutchings et al. 1975 ; (CS73) Cowley & Stencel 1973 ; (K93)
Kenyon et al. 1993 ; (KPNO) this paper.
biotic systems will provide data that can be used to sta-
tistically examine the period-eccentricity distribution of
symbiotic systems.
The mass functions computed from the Ðnal orbital ele-
ments represent the minimum masses of the hot com-
ponents. For four of the systems, EG And, CI Cyg, BX
Mon, and AG Peg, the mass function is quite small, 0.01È
0.03. Such small values can result from typical white-dwarf
mass secondaries, roughly 0.6 with assumed M-giantM
_
,
primary masses of 1È2 Minimum masses of the hotM
_
.
companions to T CrB and RS Oph are much larger, 0.32
and 0.22, respectively. These large mass functions are also
consistent with white-dwarf secondaries. For T CrB,
& Mikolajewska (1998) and Hachisu & KatoBelczyn ski
(1999) argued various lines of reasoning that suggest a white
dwarf with a mass of about 1.0È1.4 For RS Oph, aM
_
.
white dwarf with a mass of about 1.2 has been con-M
_
sidered (Dobrzycka & Kenyon 1994 ; Shore et al. 1996 ;
Dobrzycka et al. 1996). However, arguments also can be
made that the large mass-function systems contain main-
sequence accretors (Kenyon et al. 1991 ; Dobrzycka et al.
1996). The current evolutionary scenario for symbiotic
binaries includes a short-lived phase with a main-sequence
accretor (Iben & Tutkov 1996). Future papers of the current
series will increase the number of symbiotic systems with
good orbital parameters. This should provide a statistical
limit on the number of possible main-sequence accretors.
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TABLE 13
ORBITAL ELEMENTS OF AG PEGASI
Parameter Kenyon et al. 1993 KPNO-Data Solution Final Solution
P (days) 812.3 ^ 6.3 812.3 (Ðxed) 818.2^ 1.6
T (HJD) . . . 2,450,984^ 81 2,446,812^ 48
c (km s~1) [16.0^ 0.5 [16.0^ 0.3 [15.86^ 0.15
K1 (km s~1) 5.3 ^ 0.6 4.4 ^ 0.4 5.44^ 0.20
e 0.12^ 0.13 0.16 ^ 0.11 0.110^ 0.039
u1 (deg) 85^ 60 136 ^ 39 112 ^ 22
a1 sin i (km) . . . 48 ^ 5 ] 106 60.8^ 2.3] 106
f (m) . . . 0.007 ^ 0.002 0.0135^ 0.0015
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